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  CSC Serves As An     

  “AbilityOne Design  

   Challenge” Site 

 

After meeting with program staff and 
individuals, the students identified improvements that would enable individuals with limited 
dexterity to effectively master the weaving loom that a number of individuals used to create 
hand-crafted hats and scarfs.  With a plan in mind, the students designed two prototypes 
and a final design, each improving on the preceding model.  The final design proved 
successful in enabling several individuals who 
could not otherwise use the weaving loom to 
create one-of-a-kind hand crafts. 
 

The importance of providing appropriate 
resources that will expand opportunities for 
individuals with disabilities is a primary driver of 
all CSC programs.  Knowing that we can’t 
necessarily do this by ourselves, CSC is proud to 
have provided the students with a hands-on 
experience in supporting those with disabilities 
and, perhaps, setting a future course for some to 
help further bring down the barriers to full 
employment for this group. 

The AbilityOne design challenge is a 
national competition for high school and 
college students in which students develop 
assistive technologies that empower 
people with disabilities to break through 
barriers to employment.   When students 
from Poolesville High School entered the 
competition, CSC readily accepted their 
offer to establish our vocational program as 
the site for their project.  
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IN SUPPORT OF HER 

COMMUNITY 
In what all will recall as the most bone-chilling winter in 

recent memory, CSC’s Director of Programs, Dana Dimas, 

proved once again that those willing to help others simply 

scoff at adversity.  In pursuit of her ongoing support of 

Special Olympics, she traveled to the shores of the 

Chesapeake Bay, fully prepared to participate in the Polar 

Bear Plunge that drew thousands like her to jump into the 

frigid waters of Sandy Point.  Dana and her fellow 

supporters received a temporary reprieve, however, when 

planners of the Plunge concluded that exposing supporters 

to this winter’s harsh conditions would not be prudent, and 

that a second attempt would be made in the near future.  

To that end, several weeks later Dana made her fifth 

plunge into the  waters of Deep Creek Lake in western 

Maryland.  Her efforts paid off well for Special Olympics, as 

Dana and her team succeeded in raising  over $61,000 in 

support of athletes with disabilities through the Plunge and 

other fundraising activities. 
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                               PARTICIPATING IN COMMUNITY 

 

Enjoying the Jam 
At the most recent Monster Jam event, Robert M. and 

Robert S., housemates in CSC’s residential program, joined a 

packed house at the Baltimore Arena to celebrate the ear-

splitting, bone-jarring, but joyful, din associated with over-

sized monster vehicles that roar in competition with one 

another.  Forgoing the use of noise reducing headphones, each braved the acoustic onslaught in order to realize 

the full effect of this special environment.   

 

Participation in activities shared by the wider community is a good indicator that one is a member of that 

community.  At CSC, we work hard to facilitate such participation by those we support.  Monster Jam, museum 

openings, Orioles games– participation in each strengthens connections to community. 

Program Director Dana Dimas prepares for her cold water plunge 

Robert M. and Robert S. share in the excitement of Monster Jam 
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TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME!      
After having been housed in various temporary locations since 1996, the Hubert 

V. Simmons Museum of Negro Leagues Baseball recently settled into its new, 

and permanent, home at the Owings Mills branch of the Baltimore County Public 

Library.  

Joining the other several hundred spectators 

was Nathan S., a resident in one of CSC’s 

Randallstown homes, and CSC Board member.  

With his workday at the Maryland Live! Casino 

not starting until later in the afternoon, Nathan 

was able to attend the festivities as well as 

mingle with County “movers and shakers”.   He made sure to greet, and to be 

photographed with, County Executive Kevin Kamenetz and the Board of 

Directors of the Liberty Road Business Association (the President of which is 

CSC’s Director of Quality Assurance, Arthur Gold).   Nathan understands the 

value of building relationships and extending his circle of friends. 

 


